Strut rotation fitting
Service Advisory -SA109

Issue: Cotter pin not installed inside rotation fitting.
Lower side strut fitting to control bar.

This advisory is to check the fittings on Maverick and Solairus wings from 2018 to 2020. We had one report of one wing that had no cotter pins. However we advise all wings to be check from 2007 to current.
Ground your wing till you have checked this!!

There were two types of fittings (short and long). The short ones go up inside the strut and you cannot see the cotter pin through the pin install hole. So you must take the fitting out of the strut.

The long fitting used on two place wings (2014 forward) you can see the 3/8” install hole and you can see the cotter pin through the holes.

Short fitting: take out of the strut to check for cotter pin install
cotter pin inside

LONG fitting the hole is visible and you can see the cotter pin